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ABSTRACT
Both Laser and Discharge produced plasma (LPP and DPP) are being used as a light source for EUV lithography. A key
challenge for the EUV radiation plasma devices is achieving sufficient brightness to support the throughput requirements
of High-Volume Manufacturing lithography exposure tools. One method for improving source brightness is to simulate
the source environment in order to optimize the EUV output. An integrated model for the description of hydrodynamics
and optical processes in DPP and LPP devices has been developed and integrated into the HEIGHTS–EUV computer
simulation package. Model development consisted of several main tasks: plasma evolution and magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) processes; detailed photon radiation transport, and physics of plasma/electrode interactions in DPP devices,
scattering processes of the neutral and charged particles of plasma. Advanced numerical methods for the description of
magnetic compression and diffusion in 2D and 3D geometries are used in the HEIGHTS package. Radiation transport of
both continuum and lines is taken into account with detailed spectral profiles in the EUV region. Monte Carlo methods
are used for the modeling of the radiation transport processes, laser radiation absorption, and the debris particles
behavior in magnetic field.
Keywords: HEIGHTS, discharge produced plasma, laser produced plasma, EUV radiation, computer simulation, MHD,
Monte Carlo method.

1. INTRODUCTION
The EUV lithography community has made several important developments to improve EUV radiation source devices.
Recent advances in laser and discharge systems with high repetition rate and high average power suggest the feasibility
of modular, flexible, and relatively inexpensive microelectronic production facilities based on laser and discharge plasma
sources. However, several challenges remain. Modern projection lithography systems require [1] as a minimum 1%
conversion efficiency of laser light into soft X-rays within a 2% bandwidth at 13.5 nm wavelength, where multilayer
reflectivity of more than 60% can be routinely achieved by Mo-Si mirrors. Final in-band power must be obtained, with
an intermediate focus over 120 W. These requirements necessitate investigation and optimization not only of power
sources but also plasma irradiation parameters, plasma energy deposition, target material, device design, debris
mitigation etc. In this work, we present our simulation model of the MHD, optical processes, and the plasma particles
interaction that occurs in DPP and LPP devices.
For that purpose, an integrated MHD model and its base HEIGHTS package [2-4] are used. The model considers five
main processes: laser radiation absorption, plasma evolution by generation of a magnetic field, radiation transport, EUV
generation in the 13.5-nm diapason, and the plasma debris interaction. The integrated model uses the total variation
diminishing (TVD) scheme in the Lax-Friedrich formulation [5, 6] for the description of the laser produced plasma
motion, an implicit scheme with sparse matrix solver for heat transport and magnetic diffusion processes, and weighted
Monte Carlo model [7, 8] for radiation transport, EUV output, and the accelerated ions behavior simulation. Several
models [9] are being developed and can be used to calculate opacity. A collisional radiation equilibrium (CRE) model is
used in this case, which is a self-consistent model that takes into account Auger processes, and a nonstationary kinetic
model that depends on the complexity of the problem as well as the availability of computer time. Different sets of
opacities for the MHD and the EUV calculations were used: (a) 3693 spectral groups for Xe and 3240 groups for Sn in
wide range, and (b) about 2500 spectral points for Xe and up to 5000 spectral points for Sn within the EUV region.
This paper describes our simulation of MHD and optical processes that occur in DPP and LPP devices in which the EUV
output is an objective variable. Xenon and tin were tested as plasma source materials. Various methods of fuel delivery
and discharge regimes have been investigated using the HEIGHTS integrated models. These models include utility
programs for calculating EUV output and optimizing the reflection system geometry. Another important problem is the
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lifetime of the source components, in particular, that of the collector mirror reflectivity. The collector mirror lifetime is a
major issue for discharge-produced and laser-produced plasma sources, where multilayer as well as single layer mirrors
are used as collector systems. The collector optic lifetime noticeably decreases under the influence of plasma device
debris: accelerated ions, neutral particles, and droplets [10, 11]. As a result, the EUV lithography community is actively
investigating methods of debris mitigation. We present the physical models developed for simulating and optimizing a
debris mitigation device based on gaseous jets and external magnetic fields. The proposed debris mitigation system
includes a gaseous pipe jet for removing neutral debris and a deflecting magnetic field for deviating fast ions.

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
We consider the general set of three-dimensional (3D) resistive MHD equations [4] expanded with heat transport fluxes,
radiation fluxes, electron-ion interaction term, and laser absorption source term. The general set of equations is
presented in two-temperature approximation model:
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µ = 1 for the plasma. The thermal conduction in the plasma is the combined result of the
ion λ i ∇Ti activity, where λ is the conductivity coefficient and T is the temperature. The

calculations we assumed
electron

λe ∇Te

and

radiation transport process is represented here as flux S rad and the laser heating source as Qlas . Also taken into
account is the energy interchange between electrons and ions in the form 3

m e ne
(k BTe − k BTi ) [12] and the
miτ e

ck B
∇ne × ∇Te [13, 14]. Here m is the mass; ne and τ e are electron
ene
concentration and the relaxation time; c − speed of light; e − electron charge; and k B − Boltzmann constant. To
complete this full set of MHD equations, functions for the thermodynamic pressure of electrons pe = p (ee , ρ ) ,
resistivity η = η (ee , ρ ) , and thermal conductivity λe i = λ ee i , ρ are determined from the equation of state,
thermally generated magnetic field

(

)

discussed in [2]. Equation (1) constitutes the initial set of equations used for modeling laser generated plasma processes.
The conditions of a particular problem and a specific geometry will lead to the transformation of the main equations. If
the EUV device and plasma motion does not have symmetry, we expressed Eq. (1) in the 3-D Cartesian coordinate
system otherwise, the 2D cylindrical coordinate system can be used. Since the final set of the transformed equations has
convective terms (hydrodynamic flux) and dissipative terms (heat conduction, laser heating, radiation transport, and
electron-ion interaction), we used splitting of physical processes in our numerical algorithm to separate the hyperbolic
and parabolic parts [4]. The conservative form of the initial equations allows the use of the TVD method in the LaxFriedrich formulation (TVD-LF) for solution of the convective stage. An implicit numerical scheme with sparse matrix
linear solvers is used for calculating the heat conduction and magnetic diffusion terms [4, 15]. The Monte Carlo methods
are used for modeling the radiation processes: laser heating, photon radiation transport in the plasma, and the EUV
output [2, 4].
Interaction between separate particles underlies all effects that occur by interaction various particles with matter. The
physical model that can be used for description of the plasma debris motion should be constructed on consideration of
the separate interactions of beam particles with the target particles. This is well known approximation of pair collisions
[16]. It is supposed in this approximation that the bullet particle is interacting simultaneously only with one particle of
the target (nucleus or electron). Interaction is occurring in one point and instantly. The developed Monte Carlo model in
this paper is based on this principle and assumes that energetic particles are remote from each other at distance larger
than Coulomb shielding of the target. These assumptions allow introducing the conception of the particle trajectory as a

Fig. 1. Monte Carlo model of ion collisions
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line of combined sections between separate interactions (Fig. 1). Energy and momentum of the particle is changing at the
points of interactions. Because initial energy of the fast ions does not exceed 50 keV non-elastic scattering are not
included for this analysis. HEIGHTS package considers detailed Monte Carlo model of elastic scattering. Because we
can not take into account all separate interactions of energetic particles with the target atoms (limited computer abilities),
all impacts is separated on two groups: close collisions and distant collisions. Criterion for developed separation is the
energy which is transmitted to the recoiled particle. It is assumed in this model that all interactions where particle loses
energy part smaller than 10-2 are distant. The distant interaction results are accumulating on the trajectory and should be
added along the moving particle way. Accordingly described principle, our developed Monte Carlo model can be related
to the class of the small energy transfer grouping methods. Following the developed physical model, the fast ions of the
EUV source debris can interact with the nucleuses and electrons of the chamber gas in the distant and close interactions.
Initial data for the calculations start is a density field of the target gas and a source energy distribution of the fast ions.
The interactions of the fast ions with the chamber gas nucleuses were calculated using the approximation of the ThomasFermi potential
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Td is the energy for the displacement of the target atom (zero for gas). Close nucleus collision part can be calculated by
integration of the differential cross-section Eq. (2) on energies from T∗ border up to maximum possible energy that can
be transmitted to the nucleus
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Differential cross section of energy transfer from ion to electron for high-energy ions is given by [17]
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By the applying of (8) or relativistic expression from [17] to calculation of the maximum possible transmitted energy
from the fast ion to separate electron it is obvious to see that this energy is very small, i.e. Tmax << 0.01E . As a result
fast ions deceleration is considered in distant collisions only. Close collisions of ions with separate electrons is only
important in the case of very high energy ions (not for the lithography case) for the study of secondary effects. The
secondary effects include occurrence of high energy recoil electron. HEGHTS models in general describe such
interaction using the total cross-section
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The model of distant collisions of fast ions with electrons is more complicated because two approximations should be
used for interaction description [18]: Bethe theory for high energy of the incident energetic ions
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and Linhard stopping power for low energy ions
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Especially for the presented model was developed fitting function for the continuous combining of both models. Fitting
function is given by
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+ 1.

Based on the described models of fast ions interaction the Monte Carlo algorithm is developed for the calculation of fast
ions deceleration in the chamber gas. The algorithm takes into account consideration of the secondary (recoiled)
particles, if the energy of these particles is higher than a critical value. This assumption allows accurate calculations of

z
target

ion

x
Fig. 2. 3D scattering scheme of the fast ion on the target nucleus

the energy transport in system fast ions beam−target gas. Figure 2 presents schematically scattering of the fast ion by the
target particle with angles θ and ϕ .
New directional cosines after interaction is given by the formula
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αr , βr , γ r

− angles of random direction; and θ r − angle between ion initial and random directions.
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Fig. 3. Trajectory of the fast ion in the case of external magnetic field and coordinate
system relationship

External magnetic field was used in the fast ions mitigation system for two purposes: as instrument of the extension of
the ion way through damping matter and as redirector of ions, i.e., reflector system to safe location away from the optic
collector system. Implementation of the magnetic field to the developed Monte Carlo model allows the modification of
free fly trajectories between scattering (Fig. 3). The charged particle drifts in the external magnetic field with Larmor
radius along the force line between scatterings. The Monte Carlo model demands using an equation set of particle
motion where coordinate and velocity directions are functions not in time, but in the path s . So equations can be easily
obtained in the coordinate system S ′ where z ′ -axis is parallel magnetic field B :
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qi − charge of ion; α ′ , β ′ and γ ′ − directional angles of the particle velocity in S ′ system; the way s ′ = s is equal in
the auxiliary system S ′ and initial laboratory system S . The Larmor frequency can be given by
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3. VALIDATION AND BENCHMARKS
The hydrodynamics, radiation transport, heat conduction, and EUV benchmarks of previous simulations are described
elsewhere [2-4, 15, 19]. Here we present validation of the developed physical model and the Monte Carlo numerical
simulation of fast ions interaction with the chamber gas. The developed package was tested in wide range of energy of
the incident fast ions. We also tested the range for the joint action of the two approaches: Bethe (13) and Linhard (14).
For this reason HEIGHTS calculation were compared with available experimental and theoretical data for ion energies
between 17 keV and 1.2 MeV. In the low energy case we calculated the Li+ ions energy distribution after transmission
through 14 nm Cu film [20]. Initial energy of the Li+ ions was 17 keV. Figure 4a presents comparison of our calculations
with experimental data [20]. As it can be seen, good correspondence with the experimental data is obtained.

o Experiment
HEIGHTS

II

0.0

0.5

Energy, keY

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

Depth, tm

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Comparison of HIEGHTS calculations and experimental data:
a) energy distributions of the 17 keV Li+ ions after transmission through 14 nm Cu film [20];
b) The depth distributions of P+ dopant in Si substrate. Initial energy of dopant 1.2 MeV,
implantation dose 1·1014 cm-2. Experimental [21] and theoretical [22] data.

In the high energy range, HEIGHTS benchmarking is compared with both the experimental [21] and the theoretical [22]
data of 1.2 MeV P+ ions implantation into Si substrate. The comparison was made for the depth distributions of dopant
(implantation dose 1·1014 cm-2). Figure 4b shows good correspondence of HEIGHTS calculations to the published
experimental and numerical data. This is an additional confirmation of the validity of HEIGHTS theoretical model and
integrated numerical methods to the study of mitigation processes for EUV lithography.

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In [3, 23-24] we published our continuing progress in modeling and optimization of the DPP devices. Here we present
further calculations for development and optimization of LPP devices, combined LPP+DPP devices, and the debris
mitigation devices. Our calculations were carried out for the both xenon and tin plasmas. Here we present our numerical
modeling of the tin target material because of its current interest as the source for 13.5 nm EUV lithography. Many
investigators are trying to optimize the tin target geometry, laser pulse and prepulse characteristics, and device chamber
design in order to increase the EUV output source efficiency, to mitigate the debris, and to improve the
manufacturability of the whole process. An ideal light source for the EUV lithography is a small spherical target with
high enough density and with optimum temperature for maximum EUV output. This approach is used in many
theoretical investigations to study the efficiency of the EUV emission and source improvement. In reality, the EUV
emission region is only a thin layer between regions with high temperature and low density and regions with high
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density and low temperature. The size and form of the EUV region depend on many factors, such as target material,
target structure, laser beam parameters, and spatial configuration of the LPP device. Enlarging and shaping of this region
will enable researchers to increase the LPP device efficiency and to develop the required high EUV power source for
lithography. Our objective here is to use multiple laser beams to initiate hydrodynamic confinement of the expanding
laser plasma and to increase the total EUV radiation zone. The multiple laser beams compared to a single laser beam
with the same total energy can yield higher EUV efficiency. Moreover, the optimal locations and angle of incidence of
the laser beams can be obtained for various target geometries. We focused our simulations on two generally used target
geometries: a droplet target and a plane target (Fig.5). A three-beam configuration of the LPP devices was selected for
our numerical simulation because of the small number of spatial orientation parameters (needed for optimization) and the
good potential for plasma confinement [25]. HEIGHTS, however, can handle any number of incident laser beams.

target

I

(b)

Fig. 5. Schematic illustration of multiple laser beam devices: a) with droplet target; b) with plane target.

Based on latest published experiments and our preliminary calculations, [4, 26, 27] we used the following initial
parameters for the single-beam droplet target device: a spherical tin target with a 100 µm diameter, a laser pulse with a
total energy of up to 230 mJ, and duration of 10 ns. The plane target is more conventional, easy to use, and is better
examined in laser plasma experiments. We based our plane tin target simulations on the experimental work described in
details in Ref. [28]. Following this paper, we used radius σs = 1.49⋅10-2 cm for the single laser beam Gaussian distributed
in space. As in droplet target case, the time shape of pulse was square and the optimum laser wavelength was 1064 nm.
Duration of the laser pulse was taken equal to 7.5 ns.
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Schematic illustration of multiple laser•c_
beam device: a) with droplet target; b) with plane target.
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Fig. 6. Optimization of multi-laser device conversion efficiency: a) axial angle dependence for droplet
target device; b) laser beam displacement ratio dependence for plane target device [25].
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The total laser radiation energy of 0.3 J on the target surface produced an irradiance level of 5.73⋅1010 W/cm2. As it
shown experimentally [28] and confirmed in our calculation, this is the optimum conditions for EUV output at normal
incidence of laser beam on target surface. Figure 6a shows the dependence of conversion efficiency (CE) on the axial
angle for the three laser beams system with total laser energy of 45 mJ. The maximum temperature in the computational
domain is presented just to show the redistribution of plasma parameters, i.e., areas with low density are not overheated
°
as in the single-beam case. As shown, the maximum CE was obtained at an axial angle of θ ≈ 30 . The value of the CE
was increased from 2.0 %/2π sr for the single-beam case up to 2.24 %/2π sr. The optimization parameter for the plane
target was expressed as the beams displacement ratio ξ = R1/R0, where R0 is the laser beam radius and R1 is the laser
beams bundle radius. The case ξ = 0 corresponds to the basic single-beam LPP device, and following our prediction,
there should exist a displacement ratio ξ > 0 such that CE(ξ) > CE(0). Figure 6b shows the dependence of the final EUV
conversion efficiency on the displacement ratio. The CE reaches a maximum value at ξ - ratio equal ~ 0.9 and was
increased from 2.17 % up to 2.30%. The increase in the CE can be higher for different laser beams configurations, for
example by pyramidal arrangement of laser beams under the plane target surface. In these cases more than one
optimization parameter exist and these numerical simulations are being considered in our future work.
The recent simulation experimental data combining both LPP and DPP devices was used for construction and
optimization of the hybrid LPP+DPP device [29]. Figure 7 presents device where initial plasma is produced with a laser
beam on tin cathode surface of the DPP device. The expanded laser plasma should be optimally compressed with the
discharge for the highest EUV radiation generation.

at 244.0 ns

10
10

(b)

(a)

Fig. 7. DPP+LPP hybrid device: a) schematic illustration; b) two areas of pinching obtained in HEIGHTS
simulations (background) and in the experimental data [29].

Our HEIGHTS numerical simulation successfully produced the two pinch areas of the intense EUV radiation generation
in this hybrid device with the specific initial parameters of the laser prepared plasma. These two EUV areas (near
cathode and near anode) were observed in experiment Ref. [29].
HEIGHTS can also be used to simulate and optimize debris mitigation systems. It is very expensive to use laboratory
experiments for optimizing the mitigation system. We used HEIGHTS on a sample of mitigation device that can be
optimized to work with actual EUVL source devices. The behavior of the charged particles in the chamber gas was
considered separately from that of the neutral particles in approximation of pair collisions. Damping capabilities of the
chamber gas are important not only for energy decrease at the mirror surface, but also for the magnetic field control and
deflection of the charged particles. An actual reduction of the ion velocity follows from a decrease of the Larmor radius;
as a result, slower particles can be easily deviated to a safe area. The simulated results indicate that heavy ions can be
decelerated more effectively than light ions. However, in actual cases of lithographic plasmas, the light ions have lower
initial energy than heavy ions. We proposed to use a magnetic field with gas jet to improve the mitigation of charged
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particles. Such a mitigation system is presented schematically in Fig. 8. As it shown, escaping debris was detected in
spherical surface around the mitigation device. This simulation allows registration of neutral and charged particles
deviations in all directions. Fast ions of Sn were tested as the main debris. The initial energy distribution of the fast Sn
ions was taken from actual experimental data [30]. The test calculations were made for magnetic field magnitudes of 0,
0.1, 0.5, and 1 T in He or Ar chamber gas. The energy and location distributions of the ions at the detector sphere (5 cm
around debris source) were registered and normalized to the solid angle.

'p
\O

Fig. 8. Schematic illustration of the debris
mitigation detector

Fig. 9. Relative amount (in comparison to initial flux) of fast
ions in x-y plane direction at 5 cm distance as function
of external magnetic field. Various He chamber gas
pressure with Sn particles.

We found that the external magnetic field is very useful for redirecting charged particles (Fig. 9). At the same time, the
magnetic field has little effect on the kinetic energy of particles. The size of the Larmor radius for this condition was
comparable with the device size, and the path of the particles was not significantly increased. The Larmor radius is a
critical parameter for the present problem. A smaller radius leads to a more effective deviation of ions with the magnetic
field. Decreasing the ion velocity decreases the Larmor radius as well. Ion velocity can be decreased with increased
chamber gas density. As a consequence, the mitigation system should be optimized for the following plasma source
parameters: geometry, size, distance to the reflection system, and working gas properties. A safe location for the
decelerated debris can be determined from the calculated directional debris distributions of the mitigation system.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The developed integrated and benchmarked models in HEIGHTS package can simulate in great details DPP, LPP,
hybrid DPP+LPP, and debris mitigation devices. Optimization of various device parameters was carried out in wide
range. Optimization of hydrodynamic plasma confinement processes is proposed for increasing the conversion efficiency
of the LPP. Further investigations of the effect of plasma confinement on the final CE of LPP devices should involve
optimization of initial parameters: laser beam arrangement in space, laser power density distribution in time and in crosssection of beam, laser pulse duration, target geometry, and target structure.
Physical models were also developed for simulating the main processes that occur in EUV lithography mitigation
systems: gaseous jet propagation in the chamber, removal of neutral particles and macroscopic droplets with the gaseous
jet, and deviation of charged particles in a magnetic field. Various geometries of the mitigation system were considered
for debris removal by the EUV lithographic process. Other mitigation geometries can be easily accommodated. Xe, Li,
and Sn debris in Ar and He gaseous jets were analyzed using the developed HEIGHTS simulation package. Attenuation
of EUV flux by propagation through neutral chamber gas was calculated for He and Ar. A 3-D Monte Carlo model of
ion propagation in the chamber gas was also developed. The initial distributions of fast ions were derived from
experimental data. Sn ion mitigation was modeled with and without an external magnetic field.
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